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Enhance safety and increases operational efficiency by making field procedures mobile,
augmented and integrated.
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—
Effective field procedures are critical
Texas City refinery explosion caused a devastating impact
Accident investigators attribute the explosion
to 3 human error and process-related causes:
1. Failure of operators to calibrate the level transmitter correctly
2. Failure of operators to clean sight glass
3. Failure of operators to maintain the high-level alarm system

Safety incidents like this further motivate ABB to enable safer, smarter work environments
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Source: The Influence of Maintenance on Some Selected Major Accidents. 2013. Chemical Engineering Transactions. ISBN 978-88-95608-22-8

—
A snapshot of unscheduled downtime caused by human error
Energy and process industry
Cost

Cause

Global process industries lose

The root cause of

$20 billion annually

23% of

due to unscheduled downtime.

is Human error when executing manual
industrial procedures.

(5% of annual production)*
Process safety, injury and regulatory compliance are also
impacted.
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* Source: ARC Advisory Group
† Source: Vanson Bourne global study

unscheduled downtime†

—
Challenges facing energy and process industries

Enhancing safety

Margin pressures

Environmental compliance

Loss of experience

– Most industry producers are
very safety focused, however
accidents can still occur.

– Increasing operational costs
coupled with profitability
challenges are forcing
producers to seek every
possible efficiency
improvement and reduce
unplanned shutdowns.

– Increasingly stringent
regulations are causing
producers to allocate
additional investment towards
minimizing environmental risk
and impact.

– An aging workforce coupled
with increased asset
complexity means less
on-site skill and experience
and higher potential for
operator errors.

– Any opportunity to create an
even safer work environment
should be considered.

'If you think safety is expensive,
try an incident’ Trevor Kletz

– Opportunities to help ensure
compliance and reduce risk
should be helpful.

Pressure to drive return on assets and enhance safety with effective work practices has never been greater
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—
The industrial reality
Example of incidents involving hose connections

Unloading incidents involving hose connection errors is a frequent cause
of errors, resulting in overflows, spillage and chemical reactions
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Example: Chemical release occurred when
sulfuric acid was inadvertently unloaded
from a tanker truck into a fixed sodium
hypochlorite tank at the plant.

https://inspectioneering.com/videos/2018-01-03/7250/csb-safety-video-mixed-connection-toxic-result

—
The industrial reality
Example of incidents associated with valve operation

Chart Title
10

0

Series 1

Series 2

Series 3

Safe isolation of plant and equipment
Forgetting to close a manual valve, turning the wrong valve, failure to complete or
reverse isolations fully, poor communication (e.g. at shift handover)
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Example: Incorrect removal of a filter cage
causes release of highly flammable liquid

—
The industrial reality
Reliance on radios and collaboration between control room and field
Example:

Communication between field operators and control room
Procedures often require control room operation and field operator to collaborate during
the execution of a procedure eg. to perform tasks at different times and in a defined
sequence.
Therefore communication between field and control room is required.
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−

Field operator proceeds without the
control room operator has performed
the required step

−

Field operator assumes a
measurement on a local is gauge is
correct without receiving confirmation
from control room that the DCS
measurement matches the local
reading

These assumptions may lead to incident

—
Opportunity for energy and process industries
Enhance safety and increase operational efficiency

Significantly improve safety

Seek every possible efficiency improvement

• Any accident, is one too many
• Ensure doing the right thing – everytime

• Harness the power of advanced analytics
for continuous improvements
• Minimize human variability and standardize
on efficient work practices

.
New generation with
increased responsibilities
• Leverage technology - with younger
workers, mobile-first technologies will
have to become the norm
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Retain tribal knowledge
• Leverage operating knowledge that has
been acquired through experience

—
Even in highly automated industrial operations,
we rely on consistent and correct manual execution

Material transfer

Routine rounds

Environmental
compliance

Clean in place

Maintenance

Emergency procedures

Pipeline lineup, loading
and offloading

Field monitoring, manual
data readings

Washouts, filter media
change

Recorded inspections

Equipment preparation,
recommissioning
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Abnormal and emergency
situations situations

Source

—
How do industrial procedures help?
Enable operators to perform manual tasks consistently and effectively with step-by step work instructions

Strategies for supporting different types of procedures:
Regular rounds, inspection & maintenance, start-up, shut down and change over.

Minimizing human variability
Reducing human factors-related errors

Providing a basis for operator
training and certification
Complying with statutory
requirements

Retaining operating discipline knowledge
Keep employees safe
Standardizing on efficient work practices
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Source: ARC April 2019, Digital Transformation of Industrial Procedure

—
Why procedures fail - The top reasons for human error & inconsistency
Energy and process industry companies experience operational inefficiencies for six predictable reasons

Lacking interconnectivity &
integration. Missing data, wrong
information
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The opportunity for digital to optimize operations & manage risk
Human errors continue to be a significant cause of poor operational performance and safety
… so why do operators not always follow procedures?
– Too difficult to follow
– Too long
– Manual procedures are asynchronous with automated control
action
– Unworkable given real-world circumstances

– Not portable in the field
– Not readily accessible
– Out-of-date
– Risks and consequences of deviation not well defined
– Experienced personnel believe they know better

– Lacks real-time information status
– Use policy not enforced by management
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Source: ARC April 2019, Digital Transformation of Industrial Procedure

—
The use cases
From operational rounds to complex procedures
Simple Rounds

Standard procedures / checklists

Complex procedures

Regular collection of data

Low complexity and relatively short execution
time

High complexity, lenghty procedure execution

Order of data entry secondary, practicality is key
Single person
Typically: Once a day / shift / hour
Examples:
− Manual reading
− Lab data / sampling
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One or two person (Field / Control room)

Typically: Once a week / day / shift or based on an
event
Examples:
− Equipment inspections
− Instrumentation calibration
− Out of Control Action Plan

Updates of the procedure potentially after each
execution

Multiple people from several disciplines
Example:
− Plant shutdown / start up
− Major maintenance

—
The connected field operator
Leverage technology, wearables and AI

Mobility
What I need when I need it

Get connected
Access to real time information

Collaboration
Interface for seamless
collaboration
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Assist & guide
Step by step guidance

Enhance knowledge
Tell me what I need to know,
leveraging AI

Augment reality
Information in the context
of the real world

—
Introducing ABB Ability™ Augmented Field Procedures
Improving safety, reducing unscheduled downtime and increasing
operational efficiency by making procedures for field operators
mobile (app), augmented and integrated.

—
Augmented field procedures
Software application that digitalizes industrial procedures and allows for seamless collaboration and
execution of procedures, work instructions and checklists

User interaction
using Mobile Device
Historical and current
practice (paper based)

Digitalized
In the Procedure
editor

Integrated with
Control System
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User interaction
using HoloLens
enabling hands-free and
augmented reality

—
Mobilize and connect the field operator
Easy to use, mobile application
Mobile app
Guides and assists the user step by step,
through the workflow and records all
execution details.
−

Enables accessible and up to date
information on procedures and
supporting information

−

Guide human inputs and trigger actions

−

Mobile Access via Android Devices

−

Comments & photo capture

−

Manual and real-time Data Capture

−

Work on-line or off-line

−

Voice Synthesis & Intelligence Knowledge
Assistant (IKA)
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Protocol

Overview

Steps

—

Augmented Field Procedures

Example: Off-loading vessel content to a tanker
Control Room Operator

Assigned to a group or
named operator

DCS

Field Operator

IKA Chatbot
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Configurable procedure execution steps
Examples
Manual data entry – capturing process and
quality data

Use of camera to scan for the correct equipment
/ material / container

User to wait until DCS confirms a value, example: tank
temperature within specified range. Red text indicates the
value is not within range. Green text indicates value within
range. Multiple values can be monitored in one step.

User is asked to enter text, Boolean, or number, that can be
checked against defined range and tolerances. The step also
has capability to write values to the DCS .

The camera of the mobile device will turn on and allow user
to scan a QR code or bar code. Once a code has been
scanned successfully, user can continue to the next step.
If the wrong code is scanned the user will receive an error
message.

Take photo

Timer

Sign Off

The camera of the mobile device will turn on and allow
user to take photo. The photo will be then stored asa
record within the executed procedure.

This step contains set timer to ensure correct timely
execution of step

In this step User puts their signature and taps on “Sign
off”.

Automatic steps – integrated with DCS

March 20, 2020
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Configurable procedure execution steps
Examples cont.

Choice - Branching

Confirmation

Add comment to procedure

User is asked to provide Yes or No answer. Based on the
answer, the procedure branches to the appropriate next
step. Button labels are configurable in the procedure editor.

User is asked to confirm what is defined in the step, e.g. recirculation sequence is started

Add multiple new step comments (text and/or attachment)
and read previous step comments.

Manual override

Reasons for manual overrise

FO and CRO can manually override steps

Select reason for manual override
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Find Equipment feature gives live data values for the selected equipment
Two options available
Scan QR code placed on the equipment

Browse equipment

To scan a QR code, tap on in the app and take a picture
of the code on the equipment

Browse through existing equipment in the list by its
name.
Results can be filtered – tap into field “Filter results”, type
in selected letters (application uses full text search in real
time) and tap on selected device to see its details.
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Equipment status

—
Mobilize and connect the field operator
Hands-free and augmented reality
Microsoft HoloLens app
Guides and assists the user step by step,
through the workflow and records all execution
details using HoloLens to work hands free.
- Enables accessible and up to date
information on procedures and
supporting information

- Guide human inputs and trigger actions
- Field data is visible in the augmented context
of the physical device
- Enables hands-free operation
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Drag & drop no code, procedure builder
Build comprehensive procedures
Procedure editor
Drag & Drop no code, procedure builder
–

Manages complex workflows including
conditional logic, parallel tasks

–

Includes rich instruction by adding images,
videos and additional information

–

Library of predefined frequently used
step types

–

Connects to control system enables
synchronization of manual and
automatic tasks
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Step types

Workflow

Executed steps

—
Reducing communication burden for safer and more efficient work

DCS Values available in the field
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Interlocking / Sequencing

Use of built in camera

—
Key features

Managers/ office users

Field/mobile users

Step by step
instructions

Supporting
Information

Bar/QR code
scanning

Take pictures

Collecting data

Add comments

Synchronization
with control
system

Access to real
time
Information

Augmented
Reality
Hands-free

Voice
commands and
synthesize

Intelligent
Knowledge
Assistant

Signature
capture &
Audit trail of
actions

Intuitive: UX, easy to use
March 20, 2020
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Configurable
workflows

Productive: Work anywhere, on- or offline

Job
dispatch

Administrative
tools

Job performance
and comments

Work/
status updates

Flexible: Phones or tablets

—
Key benefits of ABB Ability™ Augmented Field Procedures

Enhances Health & Safety
Increases efficiency
Improves field operations collaboration
Retains tribal knowledge
Accelerate process improvements
Ensure complete audit trail and data in digital form
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Operational benefits

Enhances HSC and safety

Increases efficiency

Improves field ops collaboration

- Complete procedures
consistent and safe

– Improve data capture/accuracy

– Drives continuous
improvement by enabling
operators to log comments to
procedure templates during
execution for future runs of
the procedure
– Increases visibility by giving
users a complete picture of
their environment

- Audit trail of all field
transactions
- Data for analysis and
process improvements

– Minimizes human error by
improving consistency

– Minimizes downtime by reducing
human error
– Complete procedures faster
– Collaborate easier
– Increases efficiency by reducing start-up,
shut-down and changeover times by up to 50%
through more effective execution of procedures
– Reduces costs through reduction of waste
and material spillage
– Ensures consistency by using audit trail of
actions, time-stamps and complete execution
history for every step to ensure workers
follow procedures
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Why choose ABB
Enabling safe and smart operations.
Closing the loop with the control system, synchronized execution of manual
procedures.
Mobile connected operators and augmented way of working.

—
Why choose ABB?

Comprehensive and easy to use

Integrated and closing the loop

Mobility and augmented

Workflow engine enables support of
simple step by step rounds to complex
workflows

Bi-directional integration with control
system

Supporting use on tablet and hololens

−

Comprehensive

−

No code drag and drop
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−

Reading and visualizing real time data

−

Synchronizing manual steps and
automatic steps

−

Mobility enabled

−

Augmented reality and handsfree

